
 

 

 
 

200-year-old Whistler Cork Oak from Portugal  
crowned ‘European Tree of the Year 2018’ 

 

BRUSSELS, March 21st, 2018 — The winner of the European Tree of the Year contest 2018 was 

unveiled tonight in Brussels in front of 200 participants. The Whistler Cork Oak from Alentejo, 

Portugal has won with the support of 26,606 votes, followed by the Spanish Ancient Elms of 

Cabeza del Buey (22,323 votes) and the Russian Oak ‘Elder of the Belgorod Forests’ (21,884 

votes). 

 

The Whistler Cork Oak is named after the sound of the countless birds that perch on its branches. 

Planted in 1783, the cork oak has been stripped more than 20 times. It is classified as “Tree of 

Public Interest” and registered in the Guinness Book of Records as “the largest cork oak in the 

world”. On behalf of the Whistler Cork Oak, Nuno Calado, Secretary General from UNAC - Union of 

the Mediterranean Forest received the unique wooden trophy that passes from winner to winner 

every year: “we are extremely happy to bring the ‘European Tree of the Year’ recognition to 

Portugal. Not only it is the first year that Portugal has taken part in the contest, but it has also 

been a difficult year for us. This cork oak represents a huge contribution to ecosystem services, 

fighting climate change, in addition to its contribution to the Portuguese economy” he said.  

 

Communities have rallied around all 13 candidate trees competing for the ‘European Tree of the 

Year’ title, energetically promoting their favourite candidates during the month of February. 

200,000 votes were cast during the voting period. Following the top 3, the results of the voting 

are: 

 

4. Zengővárkony's survivor, the sweet 
chestnut, Hungary 

5. The Gilwell Oak, United Kingdom 

6. Apple tree from Bošáca, Slovakia 

7. The massive plane tree - the symbol of 

Trsteno, Republic of Croatia 

8. Sequoias from Yuchbunar, Bulgaria 

9. Walnut Tree in Kvasice, Czech Republic 

10. Witches Spruce, Lithuania 

11. Poplar Helena, Poland 

12. The Lime of the Old Country, Belgium 

13. Oak from Cajvana, Romania 

 

The Award Ceremony has been hosted by MEP Pavel POC, vice-chair of the Committee on 

Environment, Public Health and Food Safety at the European Parliament and long-term supporter 

of the Tree of the Year initiative.  The ceremony has been moderated by Natalie Pauwels and 

Ladislav Miko from the European Commission, and counted with the special presence of Daniel 

Calleja Crespo, Director General for Environment. 
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Read all the tree stories at: www.treeoftheyear.org 

Download the tree pictures here (Click for download)   

 

Media Contacts: 

Ana Canomanuel, Communication officer: ana.canomanuel@nap.cz — +32(2) 235 20 02  

Andrea Krůpová, Contest coordinator: andrea.krupova@nap.cz — +420 515 903 13  
 

 

 

ABOUT THE WOODEN TROPHY 

▪ Designed and crafted by Czech artist Martin Patřičný 
▪ Weighs 4 kg and is 70 cm tall 

▪ Made of different wood types to represent European tree diversity 
▪ Valorises the products and services derivative from trees 

▪ Sustainable trophy as it passes from winner to winner every year 
 

 

The Environmental Partnership Association (EPA) is a leading environmental organization established for 

25 years in Central and Eastern Europe. With a team of 80 employees, EPA operates in 6 countries via its 6 

member foundations in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. EPA boasts 25-

year experience in project coordination and carrying activities oriented to changing people’s mind-sets to 

protect and improve the environment.  

www.environmentalpartnership.org 

 

The European Tree of the Year is a contest that highlights the significance of trees in the natural and 

cultural heritage of Europe and the importance of the ecosystem services trees provide. The contest is not 

looking for the most beautiful tree, but for a tree with a story, a tree rooted in the lives and work of the 

people and the community that surrounds it.  

www.treeoftheyear.org 

Whistler Cork Oak Tree, Portugal — Photo: UNAC 
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